Spectrally correlated photon pairs can be used to improve performance of long range fiber based quantum communication protocols. We present a source based on spontaneous parametric down-conversion producing polarization entangled photons without spectral filtering. In addition, the spectral correlation within the photon pair can be controlled by changing the pump pulse duration or coupled spatial modes characteristics. The spectral and polarization correlations were characterized. The generated photon pairs feature both positive spectral correlations, no correlations, or negative correlations and polarization entanglement with the fidelity as high as 0.97 (no background subtraction) with the expected Bell state. © 2014 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 190.4410,300.6190,270.4180,270.5565 Controlling the spectral correlations of a polarization entangled photon pair produced via spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) could have important benefits to applications in optical quantum information. Photonic quantum gates require pure states, which can be created by heralded sources producing pairs of spectrally decorrelated photons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . On the other hand, long distance fiber based quantum communication and quantum metrology [12, 13] suffers from chromatic dispersion, which could potentially be improved [14] with positive spectral correlations [15] [16] [17] . Here we experimentally demonstrate the effective control of spectral correlations in a photon pair source, based on a β−barium borate (BBO) crystal which we characterized previously in Ref. [18] . It produces polarization entangled pairs in the telecom band and can be tuned to create negative, none or positive spectral correlations. In addition to that we show high quality polarization entanglement without using spectral filtering or compensation crystals by adopting the compensation scheme shown in Ref. [19] .
Controlling the spectral correlations of a polarization entangled photon pair produced via spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) could have important benefits to applications in optical quantum information. Photonic quantum gates require pure states, which can be created by heralded sources producing pairs of spectrally decorrelated photons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . On the other hand, long distance fiber based quantum communication and quantum metrology [12, 13] suffers from chromatic dispersion, which could potentially be improved [14] with positive spectral correlations [15] [16] [17] . Here we experimentally demonstrate the effective control of spectral correlations in a photon pair source, based on a β−barium borate (BBO) crystal which we characterized previously in Ref. [18] . It produces polarization entangled pairs in the telecom band and can be tuned to create negative, none or positive spectral correlations. In addition to that we show high quality polarization entanglement without using spectral filtering or compensation crystals by adopting the compensation scheme shown in Ref. [19] .
In the SPDC process, one photon of the pump converts into a photon pair. Energy and momentum conservation relations, jointly described as phase matching, and the properties of the pump photons, govern the characteristics of the generated photons. The probability amplitude for a photon pair emission in a given direction and at a given frequency can be described by the product of the pump spatio-temporal amplitude and the phase matching function [5, 19] . The phase matching depending on the properties of the nonlinear media specifies the allowed emissions. Typically, the output photons are coupled into optical fibers. This corresponds to collecting photons from a specific range of directions, defined by the fiber and the optics. From this point of view, coupling can be understood as an additional condition to phase matching. Therefore, one can introduce an effective phase matching function (EPMF) [5, 18] , which fully describes the joint effect of the crystal and coupling into fibers. We approximate the EPMF using a Gaussian function with the characteristic width σ. The spectral part of the pump can also be approximated by a Gaussian function with the characteristic spectral width 1/(2τ pump ). The spectral wave function then reads:
(1) It has already been show experimentally [18] that the EPMF of the type II BBO crystal cut for telecom wavelength facilitates spectral correlation control. Tuning capabilities arise due to the variable pulse duration τ p of the pump laser and the variable collection optics which influences the characteristic width σ of the EPMF. We introduce a spectral correlation parameter defined as
, which for the approximate wave function introduced in (1), can be computed as:
The source allows to generate polarization entangled pairs with the desired spectral correlations. In order to ensure the quality of polarization entanglement, we use a technique previously described in Refs. [19, 20] . The polarization of one photon from the pair is rotated by 90 degree before combining them on a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) and being coupled into single mode fibers (SMF). Using this approach, no compensating crystals are required. In addition, this allows to avoid problems arising due to the spectral distinguishably of the extraordinary and ordinary photons as those are coupled in to two distinct fibers. This way we do not have to use spectral filtering to improve polarization entanglement visi- 1 . The experimental setup. The BBO crystal is pumped using a Ti:Sapphire laser. The beam is focused onto the crystal by a lens (L3). Down-converted photons are collimated using lenses (L2, f=25 cm). The retroreflectors are used to adjust the path lengths of the generated photons. A half wave plate (HWP) rotates the polarization by 90 degrees which results in splitting both photons at the polarizing beam splitter (PBS). After they pass polarizers (P) they are coupled into single mode fiber (SMF-28e) by aspheric lenses (L1,f=15.4 mm). The stray light is filtered out by a longpass filter (Semrock BLP01-1319R-25). Photons are detected using two InGaAs/InP detectors D2 and D3. Timing analysis is performed using FPGA electronics. A small percentage of the pump light is directed to a photo diode (DET10A) D1 using a glass plate (GP), a coupling lens (L4) and a SMF at 800 nm. D1 is used to measure pump pulse time.
bility.
The aim of the experiment is to characterize the spectral correlation and polarization entanglement of photon pairs. The schematic setup of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1 . The crystal used in this source is a BBO cut at 29.14 degree for type II phase matching. A pump photon at wavelength 775 nm is converted into a photon pair at wavelength 1550 nm. The crystal is pumped using either a CW (MIRA-900,Coherent) or a femtosecond (TiF-50M, Atseva) tunable Ti:Sapphire laser. The generated photons are coupled into single mode fibers (SMF-28e, Corning) using collection optics. The pump spatial mode diameter was 61 µm and the collection modes are 420 µm. The down converted photons are then detected with a combination of two detectors: (D2) MPD InGaAs/InP single photon avalanche diode [21] , which gates (D3) idQuantique id201 InGaAs/InP detector. A fast photodiode DET10A (D1) is used to measure the pump pulse reference time and to gate D2 detector. Photon pairs and pulse arrival times are registered using a programmable FPGA (UQDevices).
(a) τp = 70 fs First we investigate the spectral correlation within a photon pair. Based on our theoretical predictions [5] , the source is expected to generate photons featuring spectral correlations which are: a) positive when τ p < 110 fs, b) reduced for τ p ≈ 110 fs and c) negative when τ p > 110 fs. We perform our measurements for three pump settings: τ p = 70 fs, 98 fs and CW. We use a method similar to the one already used to reconstruct EPMF in Ref. [18] . The results are presented in Fig. 2 and Tab. 1. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the joint-spectrum is (a) spectrally positively correlated for τ p = 70 fs, (b) shows very little correlations for τ p = 98 fs, and (c) is spectrally anticorrelated in case of CW pumping. In order to directly relate the experimental results with our theory, we compare the correlation factors defined by (2) and show the theoretical prediction for the joint spectrum as contours in Fig. 2 . The results for the correlation parameter, r, can be seen in Tab. 1.
For the first two measurements we use a fast photodiode D1 to measure the pump pulse arrival time. This, in combination with the relative detection time of a generated photon pair allows us to reconstruct the spectral correlation characteristics [18] . The spectral resolution is limited by the timing jitter of the single photon detectors and photodiode. In order to improve the final results we use a deconvolution technique based on the overall timing resolution. Here we measured the following time jitters: 43 ps for the photodiode, 127 ps for MPD detector and 400 ps for id201 detector. The finite resolution and experimental uncertainties are reasons for the slight difference between predicted and measured correlation parameters for pulsed pump settings, see Tab. 1. For the CW setting, our method of post-processing assumes perfect monochromatic pump laser, which in combination with energy conservation results in perfect anticorrelation. Now, we move on to polarization entanglement characterization. We measure polarization interference fringes by fixing the signal polarizer orientation in the arm monitored by MPD detector to H, V, D or A polarization and count coincidences in the arm monitored by id201 detector for the full range of idler polarizer orientations. Fig. 3 shows the resulting interference fringes in the Finally, we analyze the polarization entangled state produced by the source using quantum state tomography methods. To do that, we placed polarization analyzers consisting of a polarizer, quarter-wave plate and half wave plate in each arm. We performed 36 coincidence measurements for analyzers set to all combinations from the set of polarizations: H, V, D, A, left (L), right (R) [22] . Based on those measurements, a standard polarization tomography resulting in the density matrix was performed. An exemplary reconstructed polarization state for a pump pulse duration of τ p = 98 fs is shown in Fig. 3 (c) and (d) . We quantify the quality of the state by computing its fidelity compared to the expected state (|HH +|V V )/ √ 2. We also calculated the entanglement monotone (concurrence) and the purity. The computed values for our measurements are displayed in Tab. 1.
In summary, we have shown that the source characterized previously in Ref. [18] produces both, any desired kind of spectral correlations and high quality polarization entanglement in the same time. This can be used for long distance quantum communication where photons sent through long single mode fibers suffer from chromatic dispersion. The same positive spectral correlation feature has a potential to improve two photon absorption experiments, where two photon coherence effects are important.
